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Executive Summary 

 This discussion document provides a broad survey of chip-based 

hardware backdoors — clandestine entry points built into semiconductor 

chips that allow unauthorised access and control over the systems where 

they are deployed.  

The study examines different types of chip-based hardware backdoors, 

differentiates them based on where they can be inserted in the 

semiconductor global value chain (GVC), and assesses their real-world 

prevalence.  

Chip-based hardware backdoors pose severe risks due to the ubiquity and 

meta-criticality of semiconductor chips across virtually every domain, 

from critical infrastructure to consumer electronics. These backdoors can 

enable espionage, data theft, and sabotage on an unprecedented scale while 

evading traditional security measures. The complex, globalised nature of 

the semiconductor GVC presents multiple opportunities for the insertion 

of backdoors by malicious actors. 

The document identifies three main stages in the GVC where backdoors 

can feasibly be introduced: a) design, b) fabrication, and c) assembly, 

testing, marking, and packaging (ATMP). Each stage presents distinct 

challenges and attack vectors. The design stage is particularly vulnerable 

due to the use of third-party IP cores and electronic design automation 
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(EDA) tools. In the fabrication stage, malicious modifications can be made 

to the photomasks, doping processes, or metal interconnects. The ATMP 

stage also offers opportunities for backdoor insertion through chip 

packaging and printed circuit board alterations.  

Despite the grave risks posed by chip-based hardware backdoors, there is 

a striking lack of publicly confirmed real-world instances. This scarcity 

can be attributed to the extreme difficulty in detecting well-designed 

backdoors, the unfavourable risk-to-payoff ratio for attackers, the 

possibility of disguising backdoors as accidental vulnerabilities, and the 

reluctance of the hardware community to disclose such flaws. 

Proactive policy efforts will be needed to build a more resilient and 

trustworthy semiconductor ecosystem that can withstand the evolving 

landscape of hardware security threats. This research aims to inform such 

efforts by providing a foundational understanding of the nature, 

feasibility, and prevalence of chip-based backdoors. 
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I. Introduction 

In 2018, Bloomberg published an explosive report alleging that Chinese spies 

had infiltrated the supply chain of Super Micro Computer Inc., an American 

company headed by a Taiwanese American, and  one of the world’s biggest 

suppliers of server motherboards, and planted tiny malicious microchips that 

provided a backdoor into the servers.1 According to the report, these 

compromised servers made their way into data centres operated by dozens of 

companies, including Apple and Amazon, and allowed the attackers to create 

a stealth doorway into any network that included the altered machines. 

While the companies strongly denied the allegations and no definitive 

evidence has emerged, the story underscored the severe risks posed by the 

prospect of chip-based hardware backdoors in critical infrastructure. 

 

The implications of these revelations are profound. In today’s technological 

landscape, semiconductor chips play a fundamental and ubiquitous role across 

virtually every domain of human experience. They are not mere components 

but the bedrock upon which innumerable technologies and infrastructure 

rely, from power grids and water treatment facilities to transportation 

networks, military systems, and consumer electronics.2  
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Advancements in critical technologies are contingent upon access to a secure 

semiconductor supply chain, cementing chips as foundational to 

technological progression.3 The hyper-globalised nature of the 

semiconductor supply chain necessitates international cooperation to ensure 

resilience, mirroring the intricate global manufacturing and distribution 

network involved in chip production.4 Finally, the strategic employment of 

semiconductor supply-chain bottlenecks for geopolitical ends in recent years 

showcases the profound importance of chips in international relations and 

national security.5 

 

This makes chips a “meta-critical” technology; indeed, their integrity and 

security are paramount to the functioning of modern society:6 

 

Risks Posed by Hardware Backdoors 
The existence of chip-based hardware backdoors in this context is a matter 

of grave concern. These backdoors — clandestine entry points deliberately 

built into the silicon itself, can provide covert access and control over the 

systems in which they are deployed, enabling espionage, data theft, and 

sabotage on an unprecedented scale. They operate at the lowest levels of the 

system and can evade traditional software-based security measures, making 

them extremely difficult to detect and mitigate.7 
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The security implications are massive, with hardware backdoors in critical 

infrastructure and consumer electronics enabling espionage, data theft, and 

sabotage.8 These threats are exacerbated by the difficulty in detecting such 

covert mechanisms. Regarding privacy, hardware backdoors in consumer 

devices raise significant concerns, as they can be used by malicious actors to 

clandestinely gather sensitive personal information, infringing upon 

individual rights and civil liberties. 

 

Their strategic use by state and non-state actors for espionage or cyber 

warfare can have substantial international ramifications, affecting 

international relations and national security, especially given the globalised 

nature of the semiconductor supply chain.9 

 

Further, even the plausible presence of chip-based hardware backdoors can 

impede technological advancement, eroding trust in innumerable supply 

chains and hindering global trade. The complex and fragmented 

semiconductor supply chain presents many opportunities for inserting 

hardware backdoors, underscoring the imperative for governments and 

industry to understand, detect and mitigate the associated risks. 

 

While previous studies have investigated theoretical hardware backdoors and 

their detection methods,10 there is a lack of comprehensive research which 

could help inform policy to tackle threats posed by chip-based backdoors in 

the context of the semiconductor global value chain (GVC).11 
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The objectives of this research are threefold: first, to provide a broad 

overview of chip-based hardware backdoors; second, to identify the stages in 

the semiconductor global value chain where these backdoors are most likely 

to be inserted; and third, to assess their real-world prevalence. 

 

This discussion document is, therefore, structured accordingly; it starts with 

an overview of chip-based hardware backdoors, their defining characteristics, 

and differentiates them from vulnerabilities. Then, it highlights the potential 

ways in which backdoors can be feasibly introduced at specific points in the 

GVC, and, finally, assesses their real-world prevalence by examining 

reported cases. 
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II. Understanding Hardware 

Backdoors 

As a blanket term, hardware backdoors denote covert methods of 

bypassing normal authentication or security controls in a computer system 

(or devices like routers, etc.), which physically interact with or are 

embedded deep within the system’s hardware itself.12 An associated 

software component may or may not be required for these to be effective. 

Hardware backdoors can be intentionally designed into the hardware by 

the manufacturer or inserted by malicious attackers.13  

Definitional Conundrums 

It is also important to differentiate between backdoors, vulnerabilities, and 

design flaws. Making this distinction is crucial for accurately assessing 

security risks and formulating appropriate responses to them. There are 

four key distinguishing features:  

1) Intent: Backdoors are intentionally created and embedded into the 

hardware for unauthorised access or control. This can be done either 

by the hardware manufacturer or by an attacker who has inserted it 

during one or more of the supply chain’s design, fabrication, and 

assembly stages. In contrast, vulnerabilities or design flaws like Spectre 

Unlike intentional hardware 
backdoors, Spectre and Meltdown 
are critical flaws inadvertently 
introduced in modern processors. 
These vulnerabilities stem from 
performance optimisations like 
speculative execution and out-of-
order execution.  
While intended to speed up 
processors, security implications 
were overlooked, allowing 
unprivileged processes to access 
restricted memory. Spectre and 
Meltdown affect Intel, AMD, and 
ARM chips, impacting billions of 
devices.  
Mitigating them requires 
redesigning processors and 
patching operating systems, often 
at the cost of reduced 
performance.
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or Meltdown are unintentional weaknesses or errors in the chip design 

or fabrication process. They are not created deliberately but arise from 

oversights, errors, or lack of foresight in the design and production 

stages.14  

2) Origin: Backdoor creation is deliberate, either by someone with 

malicious intent or as a “hidden feature” by the manufacturer for 

reasons such as diagnostics, maintenance, or state surveillance.15 In the 

case of the former, the origin is an attacker who has surreptitiously 

compromised a particular stage of the supply chain. In the latter case, 

the vendor that designs the chip makes the decision to implement a 

backdoor voluntarily or upon compulsion by the government.16 In this 

respect, kill switches in John Deere’s tractors,17 or Intel’s Management 

Engine,18 can be considered backdoors even though both seem to be 

accepted as industry practice.  

 

John Deere tractors have incorporated a “kill switch” feature that 

allows the company to disable and render any tractor reported stolen 

remotely inoperable. This functionality is built into the hardware and 

firmware of the tractor as an anti-theft measure.19 While intended as a 

security feature, it has sparked a debate on manufacturers’ power to 

remotely access and control devices without the end user’s knowledge 

or consent. 

 

Intel’s Management Engine (ME) is 
an example of a hardware 
backdoor built into Intel chipsets by 
the manufacturer. The ME is an 
autonomous subsystem that has 
full access to memory, the network 
stack, and cryptography engine. 
While intended for remote 
administration, critics argue the ME 
could enable surveillance by Intel 
or third-parties. The ME’s code is 
proprietary and cannot be audited. 
Researchers have uncovered 
vulnerabilities in the ME that could 
be exploited by attackers.  
Although Intel maintains the ME is 
not a backdoor, its privileged 
access, opacity, and history of 
flaws make it a concerning example 
of manufacturer-included hardware 
backdoors and their risks
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Intel’s Management Engine (ME) is an autonomous subsystem 

incorporated into virtually all Intel processor chipsets since 2008.20 It 

comprises a microcontroller onboard Intel CPUs and proprietary 

firmware running on a separate microprocessor in vendor 

motherboards, with extensive system hardware access, including 

networking and storage.21 The ME runs continuously, even when the 

system is powered off, and has been criticised by security experts as a 

potential backdoor due to its privileged level of hardware access and 

the fact that it could not, for a long time, be disabled or audited.22 

3) Impact: Backdoors provide a covert means of bypassing security 

controls, allowing unauthorised access or control over the system to 

carry out any range of attack vectors. Attackers can also exploit 

vulnerabilities or design flaws to compromise systems. However, 

unlike backdoors, they are not designed for a bespoke purpose and may 

or may not be discovered and leveraged to perform similarly impactful 

actions. Assessment of the seriousness of the risks posed by either 

backdoors or vulnerabilities is essential to any policy response. This 

distinction can be cloudy, and backdoors are generally accepted as a 

subset of hardware vulnerabilities.23 

4) Detection and Mitigation: Detecting backdoors can be extremely 

challenging, especially chip-based backdoors, as they are intentionally 

obfuscated and can operate at the most fundamental level in a system.24 

Examination or reportage of discovered real-world examples of chip-

based hardware backdoors is minimal.25 This means that there is no 

Despite the severe risks posed by 
hardware backdoors, concrete 
examples are rarely reported 
publicly. Researchers have 
demonstrated proofs-of-concept, 
like the stealthy “A2” backdoor 
requiring just one malicious 
component among billions. 
However, companies and 
governments are reticent to 
disclose discovered incidents, likely 
fearing reputational and security 
implications.  
Notable exceptions include 
counterfeit Cisco routers with 
backdoors around 2008, and an 
alleged 2018 supply chain attack on 
Apple and Amazon servers, which 
the companies disputed. Overall, 
public understanding of real-world 
chip backdoors remains limited.
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single systematic methodology for investigating their presence outside 

of theoretical simulations, and this hurdle will become progressively 

difficult to surmount as chip complexity grows.26  

 

As chips become larger and more complicated with billions of 

transistors, there are more opportunities to hide malicious circuits. 

Backdoors could remain dormant and be triggered by obscure 

combinations of events that are impractical to test exhaustively.27 28 

While vulnerabilities can also be difficult to detect, especially in 

complex systems, they are generally more straightforward to identify, 

as they are not intentionally concealed from the scrutiny of security 

researchers. These can often be mitigated through design revisions, 

patches, or recalls.  

 

For the purposes of this research document, the definition of hardware 

backdoors excludes vulnerabilities or design flaws in its scope. However, 

including hardware backdoors at the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) level is 

pertinent here. Even though they exist at different levels as hardware, board-

level backdoors can be inserted at the assembly and packaging stage of the 

semiconductor supply chain.  

 

Chips only gain their functionality upon being mounted on PCBs. Therefore, 

board-level backdoors may have similar low-level system access that is also 

beyond the reach of most software-based security measures. For example, 
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small electronic devices can tap into PCB traces and chip pins to alter 

functions and implant malware.29 They are also similar to chip-based 

backdoors in terms of their persistence characteristics, the detection and 

mitigation challenges posed,30 and the ability to be tailored for a wide range 

of attack functions like intercepting data, injecting malicious code, or 

creating hidden communication channels.31  

 

Finally, board-level backdoors raise similar supply chain security concerns as 

chip-based backdoors. The manufacturing process of PCBs, which often 

involves multiple suppliers and complex production lines, can be susceptible 

to tampering or the insertion of unauthorised components.32 

 

We can assess a more comprehensive spectrum of hardware-level security 

threats by considering board-level backdoors within the broader definition of 

chip-based hardware backdoors. Therefore, a more relevant term 

incorporating this definition would be “chip and board-based backdoors”, 

wherever applicable. 

 

It should be noted that within the scope of this paper, different types of chips 

(memory vis a-vis logic chips) are grouped together for simplicity’s sake. 

Also, while outside the scope of this paper, firmware-based detection and 

mitigation strategies for hardware backdoors merit further study. Firmware 

can be considered an intrinsic part of the hardware itself, as they are tightly 

coupled together. We will touch upon it briefly in this paper, but since the 
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supply chain for firmware is very different and not always intertwined with 

the supply chain for chips and PCBs, we have excluded it from the paper’s 

purview. 

 

 
Figure 1: Author’s Visualisation  
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Types of Hardware Backdoors 

While discussing chip and board-based hardware backdoors specifically, it is 

useful to understand the taxonomy of hardware backdoors in 

general. Tehranipoor et al. provide a useful framework for classifying 

different types of “hardware trojans”, categorising them according to their 

physical, activation, and action characteristics: 

1. Physical characteristics cover how the backdoor changes the Integrated 

Circuit’s (IC) function or performance (for instance, does it add or 

delete gates or modify wiring and logic), its size (number of 

components affected), distribution (its location in the circuit/chip), 

and structure (changes in the chip’s physical layout). 

2. Activation characteristics cover how the backdoor is triggered. 

Backdoors can either be triggered externally (by something outside the 

chip, like a sensor that interacts with its environment or other 

hardware) or internally (where the backdoor is always active and is 

activated by a specific condition, such as a sensor output, certain input 

patterns, or internal logic state). For example, a backdoor might only 

activate when a specific key combination is entered or when a certain 

date is reached. This makes such backdoors harder to detect during 

normal operation, as they do not observably affect the system’s 

functionality until the trigger condition is met.   

Hardware backdoors and Trojans 
refer to the same concept: 
malicious modifications to chip 
circuitry that compromise system 
security. Like the misleading Trojan 
Horse of Greek mythology, 
hardware Trojans are disguised as 
normal components but contain 
hidden malicious functionality.  
Once triggered, they can leak 
secrets, degrade performance, or 
cause failures. The terms 
“backdoor” and “Trojan” are used 
interchangeably for such attacks at 
the hardware level.
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3. Action characteristics describe backdoors in terms of how they modify 

the chip’s functions (in other words, the attack pattern of the 

backdoor); a backdoor could engage in Denial of Service, change a 

function, leak or transmit information, or degrade the chip’s 

performance.   

 

Characteristics of Chip and Board-Based 

Hardware Backdoors  

 
Chip and Board-based backdoors differ from other hardware backdoors in 

four key aspects: 

1) Integration Level: These backdoors are embedded directly into the 

silicon of the processor or microchip (or the PCB), whereas other 

hardware backdoors might exist in peripheral devices or firmware.33 

2) Access and Control: Due to their location in the core computational 

hardware, chip and board-based backdoors can potentially control or 

access all operations performed by the device, including data 

processing, encryption/decryption, and communication, whilst other 

kinds of backdoors usually only interact with one of these functions.34 

3) Detection Difficulty: Detecting such backdoors is extremely 

challenging because they operate at the silicon die level and can evade 

most software-based security checks. Specialised equipment and 
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expertise are often required to analyse the hardware for potential 

backdoors.35 

4) Mitigation or Persistence: These backdoors are typically unaffected by 

software updates, factory resets, or operating system changes, making 

them more persistent and difficult to mitigate than software-based 

backdoors. Mitigation strategies also usually involve compromising the 

chip’s capabilities. Other kinds of hardware backdoors can either be 

physically removed or rendered inert.36 

 
Figure 2: Author’s Visualisation  
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However, in order to craft broadly actionable policy strategies for the 

prevention, detection, and mitigation of the risks posed, it would be more 

useful to differentiate chip and board-based hardware backdoors based on 

where they can be feasibly inserted in the semiconductor GVC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. Where Can Backdoors be 

Inserted? 

The semiconductor GVC is a complex, globalised network involving 

multiple stages and actors, from design to final integration. Each stage 

presents unique opportunities and challenges for the insertion of hardware 

backdoors.  
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Figure 3: Simplified View of the Semiconductor Value Chain (Takshashila Discussion 

SlideDoc, India’s Semiconductor Ecosystem: A SWOT Analysis)37 

There are three broad segments: design, fabrication, and ATMP 

(assembly, testing, marking, and packaging). All three segments offer 

potential points for the insertion of hardware backdoors. Above is a 

simplified depiction of the semiconductor GVC.  
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1) Design Stage: The design stage of the semiconductor supply chain is a 

critical point where chip-based hardware backdoors can be introduced, 

as it involves the development of the chip’s architecture, logic, and 

physical layout.38 This stage is typically carried out using Electronic 

Design Automation (EDA) tools,39 and involves multiple levels of 

abstraction, from high-level behavioural descriptions to low-level 

transistor layouts.  

 

Backdoors inserted at the design stage can be particularly challenging 

to detect, as they can be deeply embedded into the chip’s logic and may 

not be visible in the final manufactured product,40 especially when 

they do not affect its observable performance and functionality. 

 

These backdoors can be introduced by rogue designers through the use 

of untrusted third-party Intellectual Property (IP) cores or by 

compromised EDA tools.41 

a) Rogue Designers: A malicious designer could deliberately insert 

a hardware backdoor into the chip’s design by adding or 

modifying logic gates or other components. For example, a 

designer could add a hidden circuit that bypasses security checks 

or leaks sensitive information when triggered by a specific input 

sequence. Such backdoors can be carefully crafted to minimise 

The semiconductor GVC has 
become increasingly fragmented 
and geographically concentrated to 
optimize for efficiency and cost. 
For example, 75% of manufacturing 
is in China and East Asia, while the 
US leads in design and equipment. 
This pursuit of specialization over 
resilience has made the 
semiconductor GVC susceptible to 
geopolitical tensions, natural 
disasters, and infrastructure 
failures.
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their impact on the chip’s overall functionality and to evade 

detection during standard verification and testing procedures.42 

b) Untrusted Third-Party IP Cores: Modern chip designs often 

incorporate pre-verified third-party IP cores (pre-designed 

circuit blocks that implement a specific function and can be 

integrated into the overall chip design) to reduce development 

time and cost.43 Using third-party IP allows chip companies to 

focus on their unique value-add and differentiated designs 

rather than re-implementing standard functions. Common 

types of third-party IP include processors, memory controllers, 

I/O interfaces, analogue blocks, etc.44 However, these IP cores 

could contain hidden backdoors if sourced from untrusted 

vendors.45 An attacker could modify an IP core’s design to 

include malicious logic or create an entirely new IP core with a 

built-in backdoor. When integrated into the larger chip design, 

these compromised IP cores can introduce vulnerabilities that 

can be exploited later.46 

c) Compromised EDA Tools: The complex design process relies 

heavily on EDA tools for tasks such as synthesis, place-and-

route, and verification.  If an attacker compromises these tools, 

they could feasibly insert backdoors into the chip design without 

the designer’s knowledge.47  For instance, a malicious synthesis 

tool could add extra logic gates or modify the netlist48 to create 

a backdoor circuit. Compromised place-and-route tools could 

The EDA industry is dominated by 
an oligopoly of three companies - 
Synopsys, Cadence, and Siemens 
EDA - which control about 70% of 
the global market. Their tools are 
essential for chip design across the 
semiconductor supply chain. This 
concentration makes the EDA 
industry a potential chokepoint; 
compromising widely-used EDA 
tools could enable backdoors 
across many chip designs. The 
oligopoly’s stability is reinforced by 
high switching costs and the need 
for tool interoperability and 
standardisation.
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create covert channels by manipulating the chip’s physical 

layout.49 50 51 

 

The feasibility and ease of inserting backdoors at the design stage depend on 

several factors, including the attacker’s skill level, their access to the design 

process, and the complexity of the chip design.52 If we assume that a skilled 

attacker has infiltrated a design vendor and has direct access to the design files 

and tools, inserting a backdoor can be relatively straightforward, especially if 

they are familiar with the chip’s architecture and functionality. They can 

carefully craft the backdoor logic to minimise its impact on the chip’s 

performance and power consumption, making it harder to detect. 

 

If the attacker doesn’t have direct access to the design files, they may still be 

able to introduce backdoors by compromising the Electronic Design 

Automation (EDA) tools or the IP cores used in the design. This can be more 

challenging, as it requires keeping other design team members in the dark, as 

well as finding and exploiting vulnerabilities in these tools or cores (which 

are typically proprietary and resistant to unscrutinised modifications), but it 

can also be more effective, as it can potentially affect multiple chip designs 

that use the same compromised components.53 

 

The complexity of the chip design itself can influence the feasibility of 

backdoor insertion. In larger, more complex designs with millions of gates 

Design-for-Testability (DFT) and 
formal verification are two 
important approaches for ensuring 
the security of semiconductor 
chips. DFT involves adding special 
circuitry to chips to enable 
thorough testing for manufacturing 
defects that could be exploited by 
attackers. Formal verification 
mathematically proves that the 
chip’s design matches its intended 
secure functionality, identifying any 
discrepancies or potential 
vulnerabilities.
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and multiple IP cores, it may be easier for an attacker to hide a backdoor 

among the legitimate circuitry. On the other hand, smaller, simpler 

designs may be more amenable to thorough verification and testing, 

making it harder for backdoors to go unnoticed.54  

 

2) Fabrication stage: This stage involves the physical production of chips 

based on the design files provided by the design house. It is often 

outsourced to third-party foundries, typically located overseas, to 

reduce costs. The globalised and opaque nature of IC manufacturing 

means that complete oversight of the process from the design firm may 

be more difficult to achieve.55  

Again, our theoretical assumptions are that the attacker has infiltrated 

a third-party foundry, and has privileged enough access to compromise 

formal verification procedures. Having assumed that, there are several 

points during fabrication where a hardware backdoor can be inserted:  

a) Mask Modification: The photolithography process uses a series 

of photomasks to transfer the chip design onto the silicon wafer. 

An attacker with access to the mask generation process could 

modify the masks or GDSII layout to add, remove, or alter 

specific features like logic gates, effectively creating a hardware 

backdoor.56 57 These modifications can be as minor as making 

changes to the dopant polarity of a few transistors. For example, 

Chip fabrication involves multiple 
stages, each presenting 
opportunities for backdoor 
insertion if proper oversight is 
lacking. Photolithography, which 
transfers the chip design onto the 
silicon wafer, could be subverted to 
modify circuits or add malicious 
logic. During etching, extra 
connections or gates could be 
discreetly added. Doping, which 
introduces impurities to alter 
electrical properties, might be 
exploited to create hard-to-detect 
triggers. Subtle changes in 
deposition of conductive/insulating 
layers could create hidden 
pathways. Testing could be 
compromised to mask backdoor 
presence. While such attacks 
require deep technical 
sophistication, the globalised 
supply chain and reliance on third-
party fabs make it challenging to 
maintain full oversight, 
necessitating rigorous assurance 
measures.
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an attacker could modify the metal layer mask to create a covert 

communication channel between different parts of the chip, 

enabling it to leak sensitive information or bypass security 

measures.58 However, the general consensus seems to be that the 

photomask and wafer manufacturing stage is less feasible for 

backdoor insertion due to the number of processes attackers 

must get access to.59 

b) Doping Alteration during fabrication: The electrical properties 

of the transistors on the chip are controlled by the precise doping 

of the silicon substrate with impurities. An attacker could alter 

the doping process to create regions with different electrical 

characteristics, which could be exploited as a trigger or payload 

for a hardware backdoor. For instance, an attacker could create 

a “doping bridge” between two unconnected parts of the chip, 

allowing them to short-circuit the device under specific 

conditions.60 

c) Interconnect Modification: The metal interconnects that carry 

signals between different parts of the chip are created using a 

combination of deposition, etching, and planarisation processes. 

An attacker could modify these processes to alter the routing or 

timing of specific signals, creating a hardware backdoor that is 

activated by a specific sequence of events.61 For example, an 

attacker could modify a circuit carrying a signal, causing a delay 
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that could be exploited to bypass authentication or enable a 

malicious function.62 

d) Compromising post-fabrication verification: After fabrication, 

chips undergo testing to check for defects and correct 

functionality. During this stage, a malicious foundry could 

substitute backdoor-infected chips for genuine ones and, 

therefore, disguise infected chips within batches of genuine ones 

as they move on to the ATMP stage of the GVC.  

 

The feasibility and ease of inserting a fabrication-stage hardware backdoor 

depends on various factors, including the complexity of the chip design, the 

security measures in place at the foundry, and the resources and expertise of 

the attacker. In general, fabrication-stage backdoors are considered to be 

more difficult to insert than design-stage backdoors, as they require physical 

access to the manufacturing process and a deep understanding of the chip’s 

layout and materials.63 

 

However, the difficulty of detecting and mitigating fabrication-stage 

backdoors also makes this a highly attractive attack vector with the potential 

for a large payoff. An adversary with access to a foundry has a high degree of 

control over the fabrication process and can customise backdoors to be 

extremely stealthy. The fragmented nature of the semiconductor GVC 

makes it challenging to ensure the security and integrity of components, 

equipment, and processes. The industry’s economic imperative focuses on 

GDSII (Graphic Design System II) is 
a binary file format used to 
represent integrated circuit layouts 
for fabrication. Developed by 
Calma in the 1970s, it has been the 
de facto industry standard for 
decades. GDSII files contain planar 
geometric shapes, text labels, and 
hierarchical information that define 
the physical layout of a chip. Each 
shape is assigned attributes like 
layer number, datatype, etc. During 
fabrication, photolithography 
transfers the GDSII layout onto 
silicon wafers layer by layer. The 
wafer is coated with photoresist, a 
mask containing the GDSII pattern 
for one layer is aligned, and the 
resist is exposed and developed. 
By repeating this process with 
masks for each layer, the complete 
chip is manufactured based on the 
GDSII specification.
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reducing costs,64 and consequently, includes numerous actors spread across 

multiple regions. Therefore, the threat surface at this stage can also be fairly 

expansive. 

 

Attackers may be able to exploit weaknesses in the supply chain, such as 

unsecured communication channels or untrusted third-party vendors, to 

introduce backdoors or compromised materials. Moreover, as mentioned 

earlier, the increasing complexity and transistor density of modern chips 

can make it easier for attackers to hide backdoors among the billions of 

transistors and interconnects.65 The use of advanced packaging techniques, 

such as 3D integration or multi-chip modules, can also create new 

opportunities for attackers to introduce backdoors at the interface 

between different components. 

  

3) ATMP stage: The assembly, testing, marking, and packaging (ATMP) 

stage is the final phase of the semiconductor manufacturing process 

before chips are shipped to customers. It involves dicing the fabricated 

wafers into individual dies, packaging the dies into protective 

enclosures, integrating them onto PCBs, and thoroughly testing the 

packaged chips to ensure they meet specifications.66 This stage often 

takes place in separate facilities than ones involved in the fabrication 

Advanced packaging techniques 
that combine multiple chips, like 3D 
stacking or multi-chip modules 
(MCMs), rely on complex 
interconnects between 
components. These interfaces, 
such as microbumps, through-
silicon vias (TSVs), and interposers, 
present new attack surfaces. 
Malicious modifications to 
interconnect layouts could create 
subtle backdoors that are difficult 
to detect. For example, a 
compromised interposer could 
enable unauthorised 
communication between chiplets or 
leak sensitive data. The 
disaggregation of designs across 
multiple dies also introduces 
security risks, as each die may 
come from different sources with 
varying levels of trust. 
Comprehensive security analysis of 
the entire heterogeneous system 
therefore becomes critical.
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stage and may involve multiple suppliers and subcontractors spread out 

across different regions.  

 

There are multiple points during the ATMP flow where a malicious 

actor could potentially implant a chip and board-based hardware 

backdoor; by modifying the chip packages, altering the testing 

procedures, or tampering with the PCB assembly process. For 

example, a compromised assembly facility could add a malicious 

component to the PCB that interacts with the chip to enable a 

backdoor.67 

 

a) Packaging Modification: Post fabrication, bare dies are 

assembled to be packaged into finished chips. A sophisticated 

attacker could replace legitimate dies with malicious ones 

containing backdoors during this packaging process.68 

b) PCB Alteration: Apart from swapping out legitimate chips with 

malicious ones on the PCB, attackers could modify the PCB 

itself to introduce backdoors via disguised and compromised 

components.69 As mentioned earlier, PCB-level backdoors can 

be as powerful as chip-level ones.70 

c) Testing: Packaged chips and assembled PCBs undergo extensive 

testing to verify functionality, performance, and security. 

Attackers could compromise the test environment to falsely pass 

malicious chips off as legitimate ones. Backdoors could also be 
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inserted during provisioning when firmware, security keys, and 

configurations are programmed into chips.71 

d) Re-marking and counterfeiting: Chips that fail testing may be 

discarded but then fraudulently remarked as legitimate and 

resold on grey markets. Attackers could acquire defective or 

lower-grade chips and remark them as high-assurance versions, 

potentially with backdoors added during the remarking 

process.72 

 

The feasibility and ease of inserting backdoors at the ATMP stage depends 

on factors like the complexity of the chip package and PCB design, the 

security controls and oversight in place, and the resources and capabilities 

of the attacker. However, here too, the heterogeneous nature of the 

ATMP stage makes it an attractive target for backdoor insertion. The 

process involves numerous different suppliers, equipment, and materials 

— from chip packaging facilities to substrate vendors to PCB assembly 

and test facilities. This globalised supply chain is opaque to end customers 

and, therefore, provides ample opportunities for malicious actors to 

infiltrate. 
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Firmware as a Potential Vector  

Firmware is a type of low-level software that is permanently embedded into 

a hardware device’s non-volatile memory (which means it persists even if the 

device is switched off), and is a combination of persistent memory, program 

code, and data stored in the memory chip.73 It provides the necessary 

instructions for how the device should operate and communicate with other 

hardware components (processors-memory-peripherals). Firmware is crucial 

for controlling the core functions of a device at a fundamental level and acts 

as an interface between the hardware and higher-level software such as 

operating systems and applications. It is usually not meant to be frequently 

updated, and is device-specific. Examples of firmware can include a PC’s 

UEFI/BIOS or even a simple program handling the functioning of a basic 

kitchen appliance like a toaster.74 

 

Firmware is critical for initialising hardware during the boot process, 

managing power and memory, and enabling communication between 

different parts of the system.75  Its essential role, deep integration, and 

privileged access, therefore, also make it a powerful vector for inserting chip-

based hardware backdoors, as the functionality of the backdoor needs to be 

triggered, monitored, and exploited by the firmware. Malicious 

modifications to firmware can enable unauthorised access and control over a 

Firmware, UEFI, and BIOS are 
stored in non-volatile memory like 
flash memory or ROM on a device’s 
motherboard. This allows the low-
level software to retain critical 
settings and code even when the 
power is turned off. For example, 
BIOS contains boot instructions, 
hardware initialization routines, and 
configuration data in its non-
volatile memory. UEFI firmware also 
resides in non-volatile memory, 
storing boot manager code and 
system settings. Firmware in other 
devices like hard drives, SSDs, 
GPUs, and peripherals is also held 
in their own integrated non-volatile 
memory. This persistent storage 
enables the firmware to provide 
consistent low-level hardware 
control across power cycles.
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device in ways that are extremely difficult to detect and mitigate.76 It shares 

similar characteristics with physical chip-based hardware backdoors:  

1) Stealth: Firmware backdoors can operate below the level of the 

operating system and applications, making them invisible to most 

security software. They can hide from debuggers and evade detection 

during verification and testing. Backdoors could be triggered by 

external input like specially crafted network packets or by internal 

conditions like timers. 

2) Persistence: Firmware backdoors can survive OS reinstalls and hard 

drive wipes. Some firmware is never updated during a device’s 

lifetime, allowing backdoors to persist indefinitely.77 

3) Privilege and Control: Firmware could have unfettered access to 

hardware and memory. Backdoors can abuse this to escalate privileges, 

circumvent security boundaries, and access protected data, thereby 

altering the hardware functionality, compromising computations, 

transmitting sensitive data, or causing denial-of-service.  

 

In theory, detecting backdoors in firmware could be easier than finding them 

in hardware, since firmware is essentially software and can potentially be read 

out and analysed. However, they are still challenging to detect due to two 

factors: 

1) Opaque designs: Much firmware is proprietary and publicly 

undocumented. Chip vendors tightly control access to firmware source 

code and design documentation, making third-party audits difficult.78 
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Some vendors encrypt firmware binaries, which protects against 

modification but also hinders security audits. Vulnerabilities and 

backdoors could hide in encrypted firmware indefinitely. 79 

2) Complexity: As chips grow more sophisticated, firmware complexity 

is increasing exponentially. Manual analysis of firmware is very time-

consuming and impractical, and therefore, does not cater to the 

economic imperative of the semiconductor industry (in which time-

to-market is critical).80 

 

However, further study is needed to map the supply chain for firmware, in 

order to reliably pinpoint specific points where backdoor could feasibly be 

inserted, and how these could be detected and mitigated. 

 

IV. Prevalence and Real-World 

Cases of Chip and Board-

Based Backdoors  

The potential existence and proliferation of chip and board-based hardware 

backdoors have become a growing concern in recent years as the complexity 

of the semiconductor GVC has increased, and reliance on outsourced design 
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and manufacturing has become more prevalent.81 While numerous research 

papers and theoretical studies have explored how hardware backdoors could 

be inserted into ICs and the potential countermeasures that could be 

employed to detect and mitigate these threats, there remains a striking lack 

of concrete evidence and confirmed real-world instances of such backdoors.82  

 

Prima facie, the scarcity of verified real-world cases raises important 

questions about the true prevalence and impact of these perceived threats 

based on which nation-states worldwide have begun efforts to enact 

countermeasures. It also calls into question the effectiveness of current 

detection and prevention methods. 

 

The absence of verifiable cases of hardware backdoors is likely due to the 

following factors:  

1) Difficulties in Detection: The lack of public evidence does not 

necessarily mean backdoors aren’t present in some chips. Detecting a 

well-designed hardware backdoor is extremely challenging. Backdoors 

would be designed to be stealthy and difficult to detect using 

traditional testing and verification methods. They may be triggered 

only under specific, rare conditions and may not observably affect the 

chip’s normal functionality, making them challenging to identify 

through standard functional testing or performance analysis. They 

could potentially stay dormant for years until activated by an external 
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signal. Furthermore, certain detection strategies are extremely 

expensive to conduct at scale.83 

 

The globalised and fragmented nature of the semiconductor GVC 

makes it difficult to trace the provenance and integrity of all 

components and design elements used in a chip.84 Fabless 

semiconductor companies, outsourcing their chip fabrication to third-

party foundries, may not have full visibility into the manufacturing 

process and cannot always verify that their designs have not been 

tampered with. 

 

Many chip designs and Third-Party IP cores are proprietary and 

closely guarded by their owners, making it difficult for third parties to 

inspect and validate the hardware for potential backdoors. This lack of 

transparency and independent auditing creates opportunities for 

malicious actors to introduce backdoors without detection. 

 

Finally, the semiconductor industry is driven by intense competition, 

cost pressures, and time-to-market demands,85 which can 

disincentivise companies from investing in comprehensive hardware 

security measures and rigorous testing procedures. The high costs and 

technical challenges associated with detecting hardware backdoors 

may deter companies from prioritising this issue, especially if the 

perceived risk or impact is considered low. 
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2) Practicality and Risk: While hardware backdoors are technically 

possible, actually implanting them in real-world products may be too 

expensive and risky for most attackers. Modifying chip designs requires 

deep knowledge of the target device and specialised skills that are 

difficult to acquire covertly. Rogue elements inserted during design, 

fabrication, or ATMP stages must avoid detection by the firm’s 

vetting, testing and quality control processes. Backdoors are more 

likely to be deployed selectively against high-value targets rather than 

risking exposure through widespread proliferation via the supply 

chain. Attackers may calculate that the potential blowback from 

discovery exceeds the benefits of mass-deploying backdoors.  

 

3) Intentional Disguise as Vulnerabilities: Instead of explicitly implanting 

backdoors, attackers could introduce subtle flaws or vulnerabilities into 

chip designs that appear accidental but enable exploitation later. Such 

“bugdoors” would be difficult to conclusively distinguish from the 

numerous unintended defects that could inevitably slip through the 

design process. This approach would sacrifice some of the stealth and 

versatility of a purpose-built backdoor but provide plausible 

deniability for a rogue actor within the supply chain if discovered. 

Bugdoors could also arise from careless design practices or 

underinvestment in security that is discovered by a rogue actor who 

can then exploit it. Remote control or kill switches built into chips, 
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boards, or firmware, that are inserted as management or diagnostic 

features into electronic products, are also protected from scrutiny due 

to intellectual property protections (as patents or trade secrets etc.) and 

therefore, may prevent an accurate assessment. 

 

Despite these challenges, two publicly reported examples (however not 

sufficiently substantiated in some cases) provide some insights into their real-

world implications: 

1) Actel/Microsemi ProASIC3 FPGA Backdoor: Researchers from 

Cambridge University discovered a backdoor in the Actel/Microsemi 

ProASIC3 chip, which is used in military and industrial applications. 

Using a technique called Pipeline Emission Analysis (PEA), they were 

able to extract the key to activate the backdoor and access unencrypted 

configuration data, reprogram other crypto and access keys, modify 

low-level silicon features, or permanently damage the device. This 

backdoor was not present in the chip’s firmware but in the actual 

silicon hardware. It’s unclear whether the backdoor was intentionally 

inserted by the manufacturer or a malicious actor in the supply chain.86 

 

While there has been limited information about the real-world 

prevalence or exploitation of this backdoor beyond the initial research 

paper published by the researchers, it nevertheless demonstrates the 

difficulty in detection and the potential impact on critical military 

systems. 

Pipeline Emission Analysis (PEA) is 
an advanced technique used to 
detect security vulnerabilities in 
semiconductor chips. It analyses 
the chip’s electromagnetic 
emissions during operation to 
extract sensitive data like 
encryption keys. PEA provides 
much higher signal sensitivity than 
traditional power analysis methods 
by focusing on the chip’s specific 
areas of interest. This allows PEA 
to break the security of chips 
previously considered 
“unbreakable” in a matter of 
seconds, posing a serious threat to 
the semiconductor industry if 
misused
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2) Supermicro Server Backdoor Allegations: In 2018, Bloomberg 

reported that tiny malicious chips had been found on Supermicro 

server motherboards that allegedly created backdoors for Chinese 

spies. According to the article, these chips were inserted during the 

manufacturing process in China and could allow attackers to remotely 

access and compromise the servers.87 88 However, this report was met 

with strong denials from the companies involved (Apple, Amazon, 

Supermicro), and no concrete evidence of the alleged backdoor chips 

was presented. Subsequent investigations by security researchers and 

government agencies did not substantiate Bloomberg’s claims.89  

Despite the lack of credible evidence, this case is indicative of the 

challenges inherent in verifying and attributing such attacks. 

 

There are also examples of vulnerabilities (not backdoors) such as those 

discovered in Xilinx FPGAs,90 or in Intel, and AMD processors (Spectre and 

Meltdown),91 with similarly catastrophic potential for exploitation. Beyond 

this, there are a multitude of research papers and presentations that 

demonstrate the feasibility of various types of hardware backdoors, such as 

analog malicious hardware,92 93 dopant-level Trojans,94 and supply chain 

security in system-on-chip (SoC) designs.95 However, these are proofs-of-

concept or theoretical attacks rather than confirmed cases of backdoors in 

commercially available products. 
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On one hand, the absence of definitive proof of widespread hardware 

backdoors could be seen as a reassuring sign, suggesting that the existing 

security measures and testing procedures in the semiconductor supply chain 

are effective in detecting and preventing the insertion of malicious 

modifications. It may also indicate that the incentives and risks associated 

with introducing hardware backdoors are not as compelling for attackers.  

 

Finally, voluntary disclosure of a backdoor by a chip firm can be more 

damaging than one made by a software firm, since the latter is much better-

understood and the former can be very powerful and potentially unpatchable. 

The norms in the hardware community around backdoors is therefore, 

characterised by a reluctance to discuss their real-world prevalence.96 

 

That said, the lack of publicly verified real-world instances does not 

necessarily mean chip-based hardware backdoors don’t exist, but it does 

highlight the difficulties in detecting and attributing such attacks. A 

combination of technical complexity, supply chain diversification and 

opacity, economic disincentives, and the absence of an imperative to share 

information, may contribute to the gap between theoretical risks and publicly 

confirmed real-world incidents. 
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V. Conclusion 

The examination of the semiconductor GVC reveals that hardware 

backdoors can be introduced at multiple stages: design, fabrication, and 

ATMP. Each stage presents distinct opportunities and challenges for the 

insertion of backdoors, with varying levels of feasibility and complexity.  

 

Significant difficulties remain in detecting and confirming the presence of 

chip-based hardware backdoors in real-world systems. Both, the inherent 

complexity and opacity of modern chip designs, as well as the especially 

covert nature of these backdoors, contribute to the challenge of 

identification, detection, and mitigation. Further research into policy and 

technical solutions for the detection and mitigation of such backdoors 

tailored to each of these stages is needed. 

 

Beyond these stage-specific efforts, there is an overarching need for 

comprehensive approaches to ensuring the security and integrity of the 

semiconductor GVC. This may involve the development of new standards 

and best practices for secure chip design, manufacturing, and testing, as well 

as the establishment of trusted supply chain partnerships and improved 

information sharing among industry stakeholders.  
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